We present algorithms for constructing and tabulating degree-`dihedral extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/, where q Á 1 mod 2`. We begin with a Kummer-theoretic algorithm for constructing these function fields with prescribed ramification and fixed quadratic resolvent field. This algorithm is based on the proof of our main theorem, which gives an exact count for such fields. We then use this construction method in a tabulation algorithm to construct all degree-`dihedral extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ up to a given discriminant bound, and we present tabulation data. We also give a formula for the number of degree-`dihedral extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ with discriminant divisor of degree 2.` 1/, the minimum possible.
Introduction
Two important problems in algebraic and algorithmic number theory are the construction of global fields of a fixed discriminant or prescribed ramification -with its curve analogue of constructing Galois covers of fixed genus -and the tabulation of global fields with a certain Galois group up to some discriminant or genus bound. The latter problem goes hand in hand with asymptotic estimates for the number of such fields; for example, estimates for cubic number fields were first given in [11] and for quartics in [2] . There is a sizable body of literature on construction, tabulation, and asymptotic counts of number fields; a comprehensive survey of known results can be found in [6] , and extensive tables of data are available at [19] .
Far less is known in the function field setting; only the asymptotic counts for cubic [10] and abelian [39] extensions have been proved. However, there is a general program described by Ellenberg and Venkatesh [37] for formulating these asymptotic estimates for both number fields and function fields. In particular, they point out the "alarming gap between theory and experiment" in asymptotic predictions for number fields. In the case of cubic number fields, this inconsistency led Roberts [23] to conjecture the secondary term in the theorem of Davenport and Heilbronn in [11] . His conjecture was later proved independently by Bhargava, Shankar, and Tsimerman [3] and by Taniguchi and Thorne [35] . In the function field setting, however, there is practically no experimental data to potentially identify a similar such gap. The only known algorithm for constructing all cubic function fields with a given squarefree discriminant is that of [18] , although recently Pohst [22] showed how to construct all non-Galois cubic extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ with a given discriminant, which also leads to such an algorithm. Tabulation methods for certain classes of cubic function fields can be found in [26] and [25] .
This paper represents a next step toward function field tabulation. We present a method for constructing all degree-`extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ with prescribed ramification and with Galois group isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 2`, in the case where q Á 1 mod 2`. We use a Kummer-theoretic approach inspired by the methods of Cohen [7; 8] for number fields. This construction method can be converted into a tabulation algorithm in the usual manner via iteration. However, we are able to use the automorphism group PGL.2; q/ of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ to effect significant improvements. Note that this technique is unique to the function field setting, as there are no nontrivial automorphisms of the rational numbers. Exploiting ‫ކ‬ q .x/-automorphisms reduces the number of constructions by a factor of order q 3 compared to the naïve approach. We present our improved tabulation procedure along with numerical data obtained from an implementation in Magma [5] . It is important to note that in the special case`D 3, our algorithm generates complete tables of non-Galois cubic function fields over ‫ކ‬ q .x/ up to a given discriminant bound.
Preliminaries
Let`be an odd prime and let ‫ކ‬ q be a finite field of characteristic coprime to 2`. We denote by K the rational function field over ‫ކ‬ q and by K sep a separable closure of K. In this paper, a function field will always mean a subfield L of K sep that contains K as a subfield of finite index, and by the Galois group of L we mean the Galois group of its Galois closure over K.
Suppose F=E is a finite extension of functions fields. Let Places.F / denote the set of places of F , and let e.P 0 jP / and f .P 0 jP ) denote the ramification index and relative degree of a place P 0 2 Places.F / lying over P 2 Places.E/, respectively. The norm of a place P 0 2 Places.F / is the divisor N F=E .P 0 / WD f .P 0 jP / P;
and the conorm of P 2 Places.E/ is Con F=E .P / WD X P 0 jP e.P 0 jP / P 0 :
CONSTRUCTING AND TABULATING DIHEDRAL FUNCTION FIELDS 559 Then N F=E .Con F=E .P // D OEF W E P . These definitions extend additively to divisors. We will also use N F=E to denote the norm map on elements of F . Proposition 7.8 in [24] shows that this is reasonable: The norm of a principal divisor .˛/ of F is the principal divisor .N F=E .˛// of E. Restricting to the cases where the characteristic is different from 2 and`guarantees that for the field extensions we will consider, there are no wildly ramified places. Thus, for the extensions F=E we will work with, the different is given by . For these reasons, we will henceforth describe the ramification of a function field in terms of its discriminant divisor. Let K`be a degree-`function field with Galois group D`, the dihedral group with 2`elements, and construct the dihedral extension K 2`a s the Galois closure of K`over K:
Here K 2 is the fixed field of the unique index-2 subgroup C`of D`and K`is the fixed field of an element of order 2 in D`. We note that there are`such elements in D`, which give`subfields of K 2`c onjugate to K`. The field K 2 is called the quadratic resolvent field of K`; we write K 2 D QuadRes K`: We let denote a generator of Gal.K 2 =K/ and a generator of Gal.K 2`= K 2 /.
Description of all degree-`dihedral function fields
Our first goal is to count the number of`-tuples of conjugate dihedral degree-`function fields with a given discriminant divisor and quadratic resolvent field. There is a one-to-one correspondence between nonconjugate dihedral degree-`function fields K`and their Galois closures K 2`. Consequently, instead of counting degreedihedral extensions, we count the number of dihedral Galois fields K 2`. We do so via construction: Given a quadratic function field K 2 and discriminant divisor , we construct all degree-`cyclic extensions
Since q Á 1 mod`, all cyclic`-extensions of K 2 are Kummer extensions -that is, extensions of the form K 2 .p˛/ for some˛2 K 2 n .K 2 /`. In Section 3A we give necessary and sufficient conditions on˛for K 2 .p˛/ to be Galois over K with group D`. In Section 3B, we use virtual units to decompose K 2 =.K 2 /`in a way that allows us to determine the elements˛that correspond to nonisomorphic dihedral function fields. With this information, in Section 3C we compute the discriminant divisor of K` K 2 .p˛/ in terms of .˛/ and K 2 . Next, in Section 3D we give a constructive proof of the main theorem: an exact count of the number of nonconjugate dihedral degree-`extensions of K with a given quadratic resolvent field K 2 and discriminant divisor. We close in Section 3E by showing how to give explicit equations for the function fields we construct.
3A. Kummer theory. Let`be a prime and let F be a field that contains the`-th roots of unity. A degree-`Kummer extension of F is an extension of the form F.Â /, where Â`is an element of F n F`. Let`be a prime and let F be a field that contains the`-th roots of unity.
(1) Let F 0 D F.Â / be a Kummer extension of F , with Â`D˛2 F n F`. Then the minimal polynomial of Â is T` ˛, and F 0 is a degree-`Galois extension of F .
(2) Every degree-`Galois extension F 0 of F is a Kummer extension.
(3) Let F 0 D F.p˛/ and F 00 D F.pˇ/ be two Kummer extensions of F . Then F 0 Š F 00 if and only if˛Dˇj `f or some 2 F and some j 2 ‫ޚ‬ with 1 Ä j Ä` 1.
(4) Suppose F is a function field. Let F 0 D F.p˛/ be a Kummer extension, let P be a place of F , and let P 0 be a place of F 0 lying over P . Then
where v P is the additive valuation associated to P .
Note in particular that statement (3) gives a bijection between the Kummer extensions of F and the nontrivial cyclic subgroups of F =.F /`. Now suppose we are given an odd prime`and a prime power q Á 1 mod 2`, and let K be the rational function field over ‫ކ‬ q . We construct dihedral degree-` Proof. Since K 2 is Galois over K, the group Gal.K sep =K/ acts on K 2 =.K 2 /`, and this action reflects the action of Gal.K sep =K/ on the set of Kummer extensions of K 2 in K sep . Thus, the field L D K 2 .Â / is Galois over K if and only if !.C / D C for all ! 2 Gal.K sep =K/, and this will be the case if and only if .C / D C for the nontrivial automorphism of K 2 over K.
Suppose .C / D C , so that L=K is Galois. Since 2 is the identity on C , we have .˛/ D˛i `f or some 2 K 2 and i D˙1. Let ! be an element of order 2 in Gal.L=K/, so that ! is a lift of . If i D 1 then we have .!.Â /=Â /`D `, so !.Â/ D Â for some`-th root of unity 2 K; replacing with , we may assume that D 1 and
By Hilbert 90, we have D "= ."/ for some " 2 K 2 . Since .˛/ D˛ `, we find that˛"`is fixed by , so the image of˛in K 2 =.K 2 /`lies in the image of the conorm. On the other hand,
Since 2 K 2 and K 2 is a quadratic extension of K, we must have 2 K. Thus the image of˛in K 2 =.K 2 /`lies in the kernel of the norm. We see that if C is neither in the image of the conorm nor in the kernel of the norm, then K 2 .Â / is not Galois over K; this is the final statement of the proposition.
If C is in the image of the conorm, then˛Dˇ `f or someˇ2 K and 2 K 2 . Then K 2 .Â/ is the composition of the quadratic extension K 2 =K with the Kummer extension K.pˇ/=K, so K 2 .Â / is Galois over K with cyclic Galois group.
Finally, suppose C is killed by the norm map, so that 
where E 0 is a divisor of K 2 , the D Proof. Let P 0 be a place in the support of the principal divisor .˛/, and set n P D v P ..˛//. Then by the division algorithm we can uniquely write n P D q`C r for some q; r 2 ‫ޚ‬ with jr j Ä .` 1/=2. Repeating this for all places in the support of .˛/, we see that the divisor of˛can be written uniquely as
where the D 0 i are squarefree effective divisors with pairwise disjoint support. Applying the norm map N K 2 =K to .˛/, we obtain
This shows that D 3B. Virtual unit decomposition. Theorem 3.1 states that elements of K 2 that generate the same subgroup of K 2 =.K 2 /`produce the same Kummer extension. We wish to construct distinct dihedral function fields by constructing distinct Kummer extensions of K 2 . To that end, we decompose the group K 2 =.K 2 /`using a function field definition of virtual units, as inspired by H. Cohen's work on number fields [7] . In particular, we show how to construct a basis for the kernel of the norm map
We define the (`-)virtual units of K 2 to be the elements of the set
The map from V`to Div 0 K 2 that sends˛to .˛/=`induces a map from V`to .Pic 0 K 2 /OE`, the`-torsion of the degree-0 divisor class group of K 2 ; this leads to the exact sequence
We also have an exact sequence
To better understand the final term of this sequence, we set
surjective and ker ' D V`, so K 2 =V`Š I`. All told, we obtain this diagram of exact sequences, which represents a virtual unit decomposition:
The middle vertical sequence here shows that the divisor map from K 2 =.K 2 /t o Prin K 2 =`Prin K 2 has kernel ‫ކ‬ q ‫ކ.=‬ q /`. However, by Proposition 3.2, Kummer extensions of K 2 that are Galois over K with group D`correspond to nontrivial cyclic subgroups of the kernel of the norm map from K 2 =.K 2 /`to K =.K /`. We now describe how the divisor map behaves on this kernel. Let H be the group
so that H =.K 2 /`is the kernel of the norm map from
Proposition 3.4. The map
(induced from the divisor map) is injective, and its image is the group
Proof. Let .H / be the group of divisors of elements in H . First we claim that the sequence
is exact. To see this, note that the map sending an element of H to its divisor is clearly surjective. The kernel of this map is the set H \ ‫ކ‬ q . Let k 2 ‫ކ‬ q and suppose
It follows from the exact sequence above that the divisor map
is injective. Its image is certainly contained in J`. To complete the proof, we must show that every element of J`lies in the image of
is a principal divisor, say equal to .˛/ for some˛2 K 2 . Then the divisor of N K 2 =K .˛/ is also an`-multiple of a principal divisor.
Let U`be the image of H =.K 2 /`in I`, so that
Corollary 3.6. The bottom row of Diagram (3) gives rise to an exact sequence
which splits (noncanonically).
Proof. The sequence is obtained from combining the exact sequence
of subgroups of the bottom row of Diagram (3) with the isomorphism H =.K 2 /`Š J`. The sequence splits because all of the groups are`-torsion.
This corollary, together with Proposition 3.2, gives us the following theorem:
There is a one-to-one correspondence between Kummer extensions K 2`= K 2 such that K 2`i s Galois over K with group D`and the set of nontrivial cyclic subgroups of .Pic
3C. The discriminant divisors of D`extensions. Now that we have established the correspondence of Theorem 3.
In particular, we compute the discriminant divisor K`o f K`in terms of .˛/ and K 2 . We begin by describing the discriminant divisor K 2`= K 2 . Our description is simplified by the introduction of the following terminology. Suppose˛is an element of the group H defined by (4) .
be the divisors arising from the representation of .˛/ as described in Proposition 3.3. We define the ramification divisor of˛to be the divisor
of K 2 , and the reduced ramification divisor of˛to be the divisor
Note that the ramification divisor is the conorm of the reduced ramification divisor.
where D 0 is the ramification divisor of˛.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, for all places P 0 in the support Supp D 0 of the divisor D 0 , there is a unique place P 00 of K 2`l ying over P 0 such that e.P 00 jP 0 / D`. Furthermore, all other places of K 2 are unramified in K 2`.
We now compute the degree of the discriminant divisor K`, which will in turn allow us to compute K`i tself. To that end, we examine the characters of D`. For subgroups G of D`, let ‰.G/ denote the induced character of D`obtained from the trivial character of G (see [27, Chapter 3] ). The fields K, K 2 , K`and (1) are the fixed fields of the four subgroups D`, C`, C 2 , and 1, respectively. The induced characters of these groups are linearly dependent and satisfy the relation
Since the Artin L function of an induced character ‰.G/ is the function of the fixed field of G (see [16, Chapter 8]), we obtain
From the functional equation of the function, we have
and since K D 0 we find
By [32, Corollary 3.4.12(a)] we have Diff
Applying norms yields
By Lemma 3.8, we obtain
where D 0 is the ramification divisor of any˛that defines K 2`a s a Kummer extension of K 2 . Let M be the reduced ramification divisor of˛. Then
and (5) can be rewritten as
Thus,
Using this information we can now compute the discriminant divisor of K`.
Theorem 3.9. With notation as above, we have
First note that the only places of K ramified in K`are those lying over places in the support of M and K 2 as K 2`= K 2 =K is only ramified at these places. Moreover, for all places P 2 Supp M and all P 00 2 Places.K 2`/ lying over P , we have e.P 00 jP / D`. Similarly, for all places P 2 Supp K 2 and all P 00 2 Places.K 2`/ lying over P , we have e.P 00 jP / D 2.
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As OEK 2`W K` D 2 −`, all places P 0 2 Places.K`/ lying over M must have e.P 0 jP / D`. Also, for all P 0 2 Places.K`/ lying over K 2 , e.P 0 jP / Ä 2. Applying the identity X P 0 jP e.P 0 jP /f .P 0 jP / Dt o any place P 2 Supp K 2 allows at most .` 1/=2 places P 0 jP to be ramified. Thus, K`d ivides E. Since both divisors have the same degree, they must be equal.
We note that the above proof in fact gives the complete decomposition of the ramified places of K`=K.
3D. The number of D`function fields. We now prove the main result, Theorem 3.10, which provides the number of nonconjugate degree-`dihedral extensions Kò f K with fixed discriminant divisor K`D and quadratic resolvent field K 2 .
We use the correspondence of Theorem 3.7 and the discriminant divisor result of Theorem 3.9. First, we introduce some more notation. Let M 2 Div.K/ be a squarefree effective divisor. Set N D # Supp M , and suppose that every place
We can view Q`.M / as a subset of the group
We set
Theorem 3.10. Let K 2 be a quadratic function field over K D ‫ކ‬ q .x/ with discriminant divisor K 2 , with q Á 1 mod 2`. Let r denote the`-rank of Pic 0 K 2 , and let M be a divisor of K that is either zero or a sum of distinct places of K supported away from
(2) If M ¤ 0 and some P 2 Supp M is inert in K 2 =K, then there are no dihedral degree-`function fields K`=K with discriminant divisor K`D and quadratic resolvent field K 2 .
Then the number of nonconjugate dihedral degree-`function fields with discriminant divisor K`D and quadratic resolvent field K 2 is #T`.M /`r=.` 1/, where T`.M / is defined by (6).
Proof. Let U`; M denote the subset of U`consisting of those classes
such that the reduced ramification divisor of˛is equal to M . Note that U`; M is closed under multiplication by nonzero elements of ‫.ޚ`=ޚ‬ Using the correspondence of Theorem 3.7, the conjugacy classes of dihedral degree-`function fields with discriminant divisor K`D and quadratic resolvent field K 2 are in one-to-one correspondence with the number of nontrivial cyclic subgroups of .Pic 0 K 2 /OE` U`that can be generated by elements .A; B/ with
; M consists of the identity, so B D 0 and A can be any nonzero class in .Pic 0 K 2 /OE`. There are`r 1 such pairs, and they generate .`r 1/=.` 1/ different cyclic subgroups. If M ¤ 0, then #U`; M D #T`.M /. This is because an element˛of H gives rise to an element of U`; M if and only if its divisor is of the form E 0 (up to multiples of`) for some E 0 in T`.M /. Thus, there are #T`.M /`r pairs .A; B/ in .Pic 0 K 2 /OE` U`with B 2 U`; M , and there are #T`.M /`r=.` 1/ cyclic subgroups generated by such pairs.
3E. Defining equations. In this section, we will write down explicit defining equations for D`extensions of K constructed as above.
Definition 3.11. Given an integer n > 0 and an element of K, let C n; be the polynomial
. / r n n r
in KOEX . (Note that the coefficient n n r n r r is in fact an integer, so the definition makes sense in positive characteristic; see [30, Sequence A082985] .)
The polynomials C n; are scaled versions of the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, and it follows that if u and v are elements of a field extension L of K that satisfy uv D , then
Proposition 3.12. Let`be an odd prime, let q Á 1 mod 2`be a prime power, and let K 2 be a quadratic extension of K D ‫ކ‬ q .x/. Let˛be an element of K 2 n K2 such that N K 2 =K .˛/ D `f or some 2 K, and let K 2`b e the Kummer extension K 2 .p˛/, so that K 2`= K is Galois with group D`. Then the roots in K 2`o f the polynomial C`; .X / Tr K 2 =K .˛/ are generators for the index-2 subfields of K 2`= K.
Proof. Let Â be a root of z` ˛, let be a generator of Gal.K 2`= K 2 /, and let be an element of Gal.K 2`= K/ that restricts to the nontrivial element of Gal.K 2 =K/.
Then .Â/ and =Â are both roots of z` .˛/, so 0 .Â / D =Â for some 0 D i . Thus, Â C =Â lies in the fixed field of 0 (but does not lie in K, for otherwise Â would lie in a quadratic extension of K).
It follows that
so one of the roots of C`; .X / Tr K 2 =K .˛/ generates an index-2 subfield of K 2`= K. Since all of these index-2 subfields are conjugate to one another, the other roots of the polynomial generate the other fields.
Algorithms and data
4A. Construction algorithm. The correspondence of Theorem 3.7 can be made explicit, and the proof of Theorem 3.10 is constructive; this leads naturally to Algorithm 4.1 below. This algorithm takes as input a quadratic function field K 2 and an effective squarefree divisor M of K, and outputs all nonconjugate degree-d ihedral function fields with discriminant divisor` 1 2 K 2 C .` 1/M and quadratic resolvent field K 2 . Note that K 2 may be the unique degree-2 constant field extension of K, in which case K 2 D 0. 
Compute virtual units in H :
(a) Set V ∅; eventually V will contain elements of H \ V`whose images in V`=.K 2 /`form a basis for that group.
4.
Create defining equations: it is also easy to check whether an element E 0 of Q`.M / is in the kernel of the map , and, if so, to obtain an elementˇ2 K 2 such that .ˇ/ Á E 0 mod`, as is required in step 2(b)(i). We do this as follows: Suppose D 0 is a lift of E 0 to the degree-0 divisor group of 4B. Tabulation algorithm. Algorithm 4.1 constructs all degree-`dihedral function fields with a given discriminant divisor and quadratic resolvent field; by iterating this algorithm, we obtain a procedure for tabulating all degree-`dihedral function fields whose discriminant divisor has degree at most some fixed input bound B 0. However, in this context, we can use the automorphism group of K to significantly reduce the number of quadratic function fields that need to be considered.
Recall that Aut K D Aut ‫ކ‬ q .x/ is isomorphic to PGL.2; q/, the group of fractional linear transformations of x over ‫ކ‬ q . The group Aut K also acts on the set of extension fields of K, and for every 2 Aut K we have
Therefore, instead of applying Algorithm 4.1 to all suitable K 2 and M , we only need to consider a representative from each orbit of Aut K acting on the set of suitable quadratic function fields K 2 . Moreover, for each such field K 2 we need only consider representatives of the action of the stabilizer Stab K 2 Â PGL.2; q/ on the set of suitable M .
These ideas are captured below in three algorithms. We start with Algorithm 4.4, which, given an integer B, finds orbit representatives for the set of quadratic function fields whose discriminant divisors are of degree at most 2B=.` 1/.
Recall that every quadratic function field K 2 can be expressed as K.y/, where y 2 is equal to either a nonsquare in ‫ކ‬ q or a squarefree polynomial f .x/ 2 ‫ކ‬ q OEx of degree 2g C 1 or 2g C 2, where g is the genus of K 2 . In the former case, K 2 is fixed under PGL.2; q/. In the latter case, the action of 2 PGL.2; q/ on K 2 does not necessarily preserve the degree of f .x/, but .K 2 / has the same genus as K 2 ; in fact, the discriminant divisors of K 2 and .K 2 / have the same degree, namely 2g C 2.
In the following algorithm, we will let P .q;`; B; h/ denote the set of nonconstant squarefree polynomials f 2 ‫ކ‬ q OEx whose degrees satisfy ddeg.f /=2e Ä b2B=.` 1/c and whose leading coefficient is either 1 or a fixed nonsquare h 2 ‫ކ‬ q .
Algorithm 4.4 (Constructing a list of PGL.2; q/-orbit representatives for quadratic function fields of bounded discriminant).
Input: A nonnegative integer B, an odd prime`, and a prime power q Á 1 mod 2`.
Output: A set R 0 B of pairs .f; S/ such that each f is a squarefree element of ‫ކ‬ q OEx such that K 2 WD KOEy=.y 2 f / has discriminant divisor of degree at most 2B=.` 1/, each S is the PGL.2; q/-stabilizer of the class of f in K =.K / 2 , and such that every quadratic extension K 2 of K with deg K 2 Ä 2B=.` 1/ has exactly one PGL.2; q/-orbit representative in the collection of fields defined by the f .
Compute a primitive element
If the leading coefficient m of f 1 is a square, replace f 1 with f 1 =m; otherwise, replace f 1 with hf 1 =m.
Next we have Algorithm 4.5, which constructs minimal polynomials for all dihedral function fields with discriminant divisors` Output: A set R B of triples .L 2 ; ; S 0 / such that each is an effective divisor of K of degree at most B, the group S 0 is the PGL.2; q/-stabilizer of , the set L 2 consists of equations defining D`extensions of K with discriminant divisor , and such that every D`extension of K with discriminant divisor of degree at most B has a unique PGL.2; q/-orbit representative in the collection of fields defined by the elements of the L 2 .
eventually, M will contain all effective squarefree divisors of K with support disjoint from K 2 and degree at most
(e) For i from 0 to B 0 and for every partition n D OEn 1 ; ::; n r of i : 
Finally, Algorithm 4.6 reapplies Aut K to each of the constructed minimal polynomials to obtain the full list of degree-`dihedral function fields whose discriminant divisor has degree bounded by B. Input: A nonnegative integer B, an odd prime`, a prime power q Á 1 mod 2`, and the set R B computed by Algorithm 4.5 on input B;`; q.
Output: A set L B of defining equations for all the dihedral extensions K`of K with deg K`Ä B. 
4C. Numerical results. We implemented our algorithms in Magma [5] . In Table 1 , we provide data for all odd primes`, prime powers q Á 1 mod 2`, and multiples B >` 1 of` 1 such that q 2B=.` 1/C1 < 2 29 . The column headed K 2 = gives the number of quadratic function fields generated by Algorithm 4.4. The number of function fields constructed by Algorithm 4.5 is given in the column headed K`= , and the total number of nonconjugate dihedral degree-`function fields whose discriminant divisor has degree at most B is listed in the column headed K`. The running times of Algorithms 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 are listed in the next three columns. For each`, q and B, we also computed the value R D .q 3 q/T 5 =.T 4 C T 5 C T 6 /, where T i denotes the running time of Algorithm 4:i for i D 4; 5; 6. The quantity R estimates the improvement factor obtained by our tabulation method relative to simply iterating Algorithm 4.1 over all possible quadratic function fields without using the PGL.2; q/ action. Notice that the improvement factor R is highly varied. For fixed`and B, R tends to decrease as q increases although the improvement still remains significant. Why this decrease occurs is unclear; it may be due to the fact that R is not a sufficiently refined estimate for the actual running time improvement. Overall, the running time of Algorithm 4.1 is dominated by the construction of the set Q`.M / and obtaining functions for the principal divisors in steps 2(b)(i) and 3(b)(i). Data suggests that as B grows, finding the generators of these principal divisors will tend to dominate the running time. Using Jacobian arithmetic as opposed to divisor arithmetic as suggested in part (2) of Remarks 4.2 improved the performance of our tabulation only very marginally, even for larger parameters.
The entries of columns 4 and 5 of Table 1 differ by a factor that is very close to` 1; in other words, for the data we collected, it looks like the number of quadratic extensions of K with discriminant degree at most 2B=.` 1/ is about 1 times as large as the number of D`extensions of K with discriminant degree at most B. When B D 2.` 1/ this is explained by the results of the following section, but we do not know whether it is true in general.
A formula for the case B D 2.` 1/
In this section we give an explicit formula for the number of D`extensions whose discriminant divisor has degree 2.` 1/.
First we note that there are no D`extensions with discriminant of degree smaller than 2.` 1/. To see this, suppose K`is a D`extension of K with Galois closure Running time (seconds) Table 1 . Function field counts for all`and q Á 1 mod 2`with q 2B 1 C1 < 2 29 , for B 2.` 1/. For each`, q, and B given in the first three columns, we list in column 4 the number of PGL.2; q/-equivalence classes of quadratic extension of K D ‫ކ‬ q .x/ whose discriminants have degree at most 2B=.` 1/. In column 5, we list the number of PGL.2; q/-equivalence classes of D`extensions of K whose discriminants have degree at most B, and in column 6 we list the total number of such extensions. In the next three columns we give the running times of the algorithms that computed these quantities, and in the final column we give an estimate of the improvement in running time obtained by using the PGL.2; q/ action in our computations. (Computations were carried out on one core of a 2GHz Intel Xeon X7550, with 64GB of available RAM.)
where M is as in Section 3C. Quadratic extensions have discriminants of even degree, so deg K`i s divisible by` 1. If deg K`w ere zero, K`=K would be a constant field extension, and would not have Galois group D`. If deg Kẁ ere` 1, then either K 2 would have genus 0 and deg M D 0, or K 2 =K would be a constant field extension and deg M D 1. In the first case, K 2`= K 2 would be unramified and hence a constant field extension, so K`=K would also be a constant field extension, a contradiction. In the second case, M would be a single place of degree 1; since every place in M must split in K 2 , and since the places of K that split in a quadratic constant field extension are the places of even degree, we again have a contradiction. On the other hand, there do exist D`extensions with discriminant divisor of degree 2.` 1/, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 5.1. Let`be an odd prime and let q be a prime power with q Á 1 mod 2`. For every nonnegative even integer d , let N d be the number of D`extensions of K whose discriminant divisors have degree 2.` 1/ and whose quadratic resolvents have discriminant divisors of degree d . Let X be the modular curve X 1 .`/. Then
Remark 5.2. For`D 3, 5, and 7, the modular curve X 1 .`/ has genus 0, so for these values of`the formula for N 4 simplifies to
Equations for X 1 .`/ for larger values of`are known. For example, Sutherland [33] gives equations for all`Ä 47; as of this writing, Sutherland's online tables [34] extend the results of [33] up to`D 181.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Theorem 3.9 shows that if K`is a D`extension of K with quadratic resolvent K 2 , and if
Let us count the number of D`extensions K`such that deg K 2 D 0; that is, such that K 2 is the unique quadratic extension of K obtained by extending the constant field from ‫ކ‬ q to ‫ކ‬ q 2 . In this case, we must have deg M D 2. We know that every place in M splits in K 2 , and since the places of K that split in K 2 are precisely the places of even degree, M must consist of a single degree-2 place P .
If˛2 K 2 gives rise to a D`extension of K, its divisor is of the shape given in 1 . Since K 2 has genus 0, we can modify˛by an`-th power so that the divisor E 0 from the proposition is 0. If we let x be a generator of K, so that K 2 Š ‫ކ‬ q 2 .x/, then˛D b.x c/=.x c q / for some b 2 ‫ކ‬ q 2 and c 2 ‫ކ‬ q 2 n ‫ކ‬ q , and we see that N K 2 =K .˛/ D b qC1 . Since this norm is supposed to be an`-th power, b itself must be an`-th power, so we may replace˛by˛=b. We find that for every degree-2 place P of K, we obtain exactly one D`extension of K 2 , so N 0 D .q 2 q/=2: This leads to the formula for N 0 in the statement of the theorem. Now let us count the number of D`extensions K`such that deg K 2 D 2; that is, such that K 2 is a genus-0 extension K 2 with constant field ‫ކ‬ q . Such extensions are obtained by adjoining to K a square root of a polynomial f that is either linear or quadratic with nonzero discriminant; the polynomial is determined by the extension, if we require that its leading coefficient be either 1 or a fixed nonsquare element of ‫ކ‬ q . These extensions are of two different types: The ramification points of the cover can either be rational over ‫ކ‬ q , or not. There are q 2 C q extensions of the first type, and q 2 q of the second.
Since deg K 2 D 2, we must have deg M D 1, so M consists of a degree-1 place of K that splits in K 2 . The number of such places is equal to half of the number of degree-1 places of K 2 that are not ramified in K 2 =K; this is equal to .q 1/=2 for extensions with rational ramification, and .q C 1/=2 for extensions without rational ramification.
As in the case where K 2 was a constant field extension, the Kummer extension K 2`= K 2 is completely determined by the divisor M . Thus, the number of Kẁ hose quadratic resolvents are genus-0 extensions of K with rational ramification is equal to
while the number whose quadratic resolvents are genus-0 extensions of K without rational ramification is equal to
We thus see that N 2 D q 3 q: Finally, we count the number of D`extensions K`such that K 2 D 4; that is, such that K 2 is a genus-1 extension of K. In this case, the degree of M is 0, so that K 2`i s an unramified degree-`Galois extension of K 2 .
Let E be an elliptic curve over ‫ކ‬ q and let K 2 be its function field. Let Aut E (respectively, Aut 0 E) denote the automorphism group of E in the category of elliptic curves (respectively, in the category of curves). Then
where the subgroup E.‫ކ‬ q / acts on E by translation [29, Proposition X.5.1].
Up to twists, the unramified degree-`Galois extensions of K 2 (with constant field ‫ކ‬ q ) are in bijection with the index-`subgroups of E.‫ކ‬ q / (see [28, §VI.6] ); by duality, the number of such families of twists is equal to the number of order-s ubgroups of E.‫ކ‬ q /, which is equal to #EOE`.‫ކ‬ q / 1 1 :
Exactly one twist z`D f in each family has the property that N K 2 =K .f / 2 .K /`: Thus, (7) here we say that two degree-2 maps 1 ; 2 W E ! ‫ސ‬ 1 are isomorphic if there is an
Given an E=‫ކ‬ q , we will count the number of isomorphism classes of degree-2 maps E ! ‫ސ‬ 1 in two steps. First, we count the number of .Aut 0 E/-orbits of index-2 genus-0 subfields of the function field K 2 of E. Then, for each orbit, we fix an orbit representative L and we count the number of isomorphism classes of degree-2 maps E ! ‫ސ‬ 1 that send the function field K of ‫ސ‬ 1 to L.
Every index-2 genus-0 subfield of K 2 is the fixed field of an involution in Aut 0 E that induces 1 on the Jacobian of E. The involutions that induce 1 on the Jacobian are the maps i Q , for Q 2 E.‫ކ‬ q /, defined by i Q .P / D Q P . The fixed fields of two such involutions i Q 1 and i Q 2 lie in the same .Aut 0 E/-orbit if and only if i Q 1 and i Q 2 are conjugate in Aut 0 E; this translates into the condition that Q 2 ˛.Q 1 / 2 2E.‫ކ‬ q / for some˛2 Aut E. Thus, the .Aut 0 E/-orbits of index-2 genus-0 subfields L are in bijection with the orbits of E.‫ކ‬ q /=2E.‫ކ‬ q / under the action of Aut E.
Let L be an index-2 genus-0 subfield of K 2 , corresponding to an involution i Q . Let S L denote the set of isomorphism classes of degree-2 maps E ! ‫ސ‬ 1 that send the function field K of ‫ސ‬ 1 to the subfield L of K 2 , and let be one such map. The group PGL.2; q/ acts transitively on S L , so to compute #S L it suffices to compute the stabilizer of . Tracing through the definitions, we see that 2 PGL.2; q/ stabilizes if and only if there is an automorphism˛of E (as a curve) such that D ˛. Furthermore, every automorphism˛of E whose induced automorphism of K 2 sends L to itself gives rise to a that stabilizes the isomorphism class of ; also, two such automorphisms˛1 ¤˛2 will give rise to distinct , unless˛ Putting this all together, we obtain
The total number of degree-2 maps E ! ‫ސ‬ 1 (up to isomorphism) is equal to the sum P L S L , where L ranges over a set of representatives for the .Aut E 0 /-orbits of index-2 genus-0 subfields of K 2 . Summing over these L is the same as summing over the .Aut E/-orbits O of E.‫ކ‬ q /=2E.‫ކ‬ q /. Thus,
Combining this with (7) gives
Let us explain the notation in the final line. The sum is over isomorphism classes of pairs .E; P /, where E is an elliptic curve over ‫ކ‬ q and P is a nonzero`-torsion point in E.‫ކ‬ q /; two such pairs .E 1 ; P 1 / and .E 2 ; P 2 / are isomorphic to one another when there is an isomorphism E 1 ! E 2 that takes P 1 to P 2 . The automorphism group of a pair .E; P / consists of the automorphisms of E (as an elliptic curve) that fix P . From [17, Proposition 3.3 on p. 240 and Proposition 2.3 on p. 233], we find that
where X is the modular curve X 1 .`/ and c is the number of ‫ކ‬ q -rational cusps on X . Since ‫ކ‬ q contains the`-th roots of unity, all of the` 1 geometric cusps of X are defined over ‫ކ‬ q [31, Theorem 1.3.1, p. 12], so we have c D` 1. Combining this with (8) gives the formula for N 4 stated in the theorem.
Conclusions and future work
It is interesting that the number of degree-`dihedral function fields with a given quadratic resolvent K 2 and discriminant divisor D` 1 2 K 2 C .` 1/M behaves quite differently depending on whether or not M is trivial. We see from Theorem 3.10 that when M D 0, the number of such fields with a given resolvent field K 2 depends exclusively on the`-rank r of Pic 0 K 2 . The probability that the divisor class group of K 2 has a certain`-Sylow subgroup is the focus of various heuristics of Cohen-Lenstra type. These are discussed further in [1] , [14] , [15] , and [21] , and directly relate to the number of D`function fields with M D 0. When M ¤ 0, the number of degree-`dihedral function fields with given quadratic resolvent field K 2 depends additionally on the cardinality of the set T`.M / defined in Section 3D. The natural map Div
and when # Supp M is greater than r it is reasonable to expect that the map from Section 3D is also surjective, so that a random element of Q`.M / will lie in the kernel of with probability
Now, an element of Q`.M / lies in T`.M / if and only if it is in the kernel of , so we expect T`.M / to contain about #Q`.M /=`r D .` 1/ # Supp M =`r elements. From Theorem 3.10, the number of nonconjugate degree-`dihedral function fields with quadratic resolvent K 2 and with discriminant divisor D` 1 2 D C .` 1/M is #T`.M /`r=.` 1/, which we expect to be approximately .` 1/ # Supp M 1 . Note that this is independent of r . When # Supp M is sufficiently large, our data seems to support this heuristic.
In the case when`D 3, our algorithm tabulates all non-Galois cubic function fields up to a given degree bound on the discriminant divisor. Galois cubics are Table 2 . Cubic function field counts compared to asymptotics, for q Á 1 mod 3 and B 4 with q BC1 < 2 29 . For the q and B given in the first two columns, we list the number of cubic extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ with discriminant divisor of degree at most B, subdivided into the counts of non-Galois and Galois extensions. The sixth column gives an estimate for the total number derived from the asymptotic formula (9) , and the seventh column gives the ratio between the estimate and the actual number from column 5.
easy to count, so we can find the total number of cubic extensions of K whose discriminant divisors have degree at most some fixed bound. On the other hand, using a result of Datskovsky and Wright [10, Theorem I.1] we can compute an asymptotic formula for the number of cubic extensions:
(Note that the term 2 log q in [10, Theorem I.1] should be simply log q.) In Table 2 we compare this asymptotic expression to actual computations. For each q and B listed in the first two columns, the entry in column 5 gives the total number of cubic extensions of ‫ކ‬ q .x/ with discriminant divisor of degree at most B, broken down into the number of non-Galois extensions (column 3) and Galois extensions (column 4). Column 6 gives the estimate from (9) , and column 7 gives the ratio of the estimate to the actual values. and it is not hard to show that the number of Galois extensions is .3q 2 C 3q C 2/=2; so the total number of cubic extension is q 4 C q 2 C q C 1. It follows that for B D 4 the ratio in column 7 is equal to 1 C q 3 q 1 q 4 C q 2 C q C 1 :
As in the number field setting, the leading term of the asymptotic expression overestimates the actual number of cubic function fields, which leads us to believe that the secondary term has a negative coefficient. An explicit computation of this secondary term is currently underway by Yongqiang Zhao (private communication, 2012).
One obstacle to generating larger amounts of data is the memory intensive nature of Algorithm 4.4 as written. One could obtain most of the results by instead looking for orbit representatives of PGL.2; q/ acting on elliptic and hyperelliptic curves of genus g by iterating over these curves and computing their invariants. One would then only need to store a representative for each set of invariants. This would largely remove the storage requirements of the algorithm; however, it would also be a slower process as additional time must be spent computing these invariants.
For primes`> 3, no asymptotic estimates on counts of degree-`function fields are known; it may be possible to obtain such estimates by generalizing the work of [9] or adapting the program of [37] to the case q Á 1 mod`by using results in [13] , [15] , and [21] . It would be very interesting to see if the "gaps" for the number field setting referred to in Section 1 occur here as well. This is research in progress by the first two authors and several others.
We close by noting that our work is readily extendable to the problem of finding D`extensions of function fields K other than ‫ކ‬ q .x/. This should be reasonably straightforward if one restricts to cases where .Pic 0 K/OE` is trivial. Work is also in progress to extend our algorithms to the cases when q 6 Á 1 mod`. As in [8] , one can construct cyclic function fields by adjoining the`-th roots of unity to K, applying Kummer theory to the extension field, and finally taking a fixed field by the Frobenius automorphism of ‫ކ‬ q` 1 ‫ކ=‬ q . We expect that one can combine this technique with the work above to construct D`function fields with q 6 Á 1 mod`.
